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Abstract 

Based on the rapid development of cloud, Internet of Things (IoT), and wireless networks, smart cities have 

been able to develop exponentially faster. The convergence of cloud computing and IoT net-works has 

accelerated the development of smart environments such as smart cities and smart homes. However, the 

expansion of smart cities generates a large amount of data which created numerous issues in the cloud, 

including big data processing, storage, security, and privacy. This paper proposes a multi-cloud system to 

which data distribution sharing is applied. The proposed system applies a data distribution sharing algorithm 

that distributes and stores data by applying secret sharing or interplanetary file systems depending on the type 

of data. Since data is divided and stored in distributed cloud storage, data can be safely protected in case of a 

cyber-attacks or single point of failure on one cloud storage. In addition, we apply one-time password protocol 

(OTIP) algorithms to secure data communication. OTIP is a one-time password-based IP address modification 

algorithm that continuously changes IP addresses for secure data communication. Finally, we prove the 

necessity of the proposed cloud system through qualitative analysis and simulation. 
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1. Introduction 

Modern information technology is evolving exponentially faster and affects various industries than 

expected. Wireless network technology has evolved to enable fast and stable networking, which 

contributes to the large scale of smart environments, including the Internet of Things (IoT). This is 

actively used in multiple networks and environments such as homes, hospitals, and farms by configuring 

IoT networks along with wireless network technology and can be used for large-scale services such as 

smart cities with the development of cloud computing that can access services anytime, anywhere through 

the internet [1, 2].  
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The smart city is capable of efficiently managing resources based on data by utilizing digital 

technologies including big data, artificial intelligence (AI), IoT, and blockchain in various areas such as 

transportation, environment, and quality of life. Smart cities improve the quality of human life by creating 

an interconnecting network to respond to users’ demands and needs in a short amount of time [3–5]. 

Currently, multiple states of art are addressing the development of smart cities, their applications, and 

critical issues and possible solutions. 

However, contrary to smart city convenience, IoT devices essentially acquire private data from various 

users, these personalized data are stored and utilized in the cloud to provide intelligent services to users 

[6]. However, the issue with this method is the exposure of personalized data to multiple possible cyber-

attacks such as intermediate attacks, data hijacking, and sniping during data transmission. This poses a 

very serious security threat from the user’s point of view as secondary and tertiary damage through the 

user’s personal information can occur after the attack [7, 8]. Users’ personal information is exposed to 

intelligent persistent threat attacks aimed at cloud storage itself as well as the process of data transmission 

[9]. In addition, cloud storage should be prepared for physical problems such as distributed denial of 

service attacks that interfere with normal services, natural disasters that can occur in cloud storage 

centers, and terrorism [10]. 

On another hand, the deployment of interplanerary file system (IPFS) scarcely is not a feasible solution. 

Relying on IPFS alone consumes more bandwidth, which is not appreciated by the network users. 

Moreover, IPFS systems tend to be used merely by tech savvy, the thing that create a shortage of nodes 

in the network. Although the encryption method usually deployed by IPFS is known to be lightweight, it 

does not offer the required privacy level as the content is not encrypted, which means that the information 

is secured during the transmission time, however, it can be viewed by a third party if they succeed in 

downloading it and have the CID. Simply encrypting the content before adding the IPFS to the network 

is not suitable solution as well. Once the data is obtained by a third party, brute force attack can be 

conducted successfully, which put the sensitive data and private information at risk. 

Moreover, with the continuous growth of IPFS, it can be used as training data for advanced machine 

leaning algorithm that can detect the pattern used to create the passwords, it is necessary to note that the 

attacker does not brute force each character in the string, instead, he will brute-force words, thus, poorly 

secured files are at higher risk of losing data. On top of that, since IPFS uses SHA-256 hashing algorithm 

by default, and with the fast development of Quantum computing and algorithms, a fast and scalable 

computation of possible matches of the original string can potentially crack the hash billion times faster 

than classical methods, which was theoretically proven using Grover’s algorithm [11]. Thus, revealing 

sensitive data and information. In this case, using secret sharing to distribute the key and information is 

the most feasible and cost effect solution. Even if 1 node was successfully hacked, the information shall 

not be fully recovered by the attacker.  

Other solutions suggest creating a private network to share data between nodes that have obtained the 

access right, however, if an attacker successfully managed to manipulate previously authorized node, 

they can use the authorization to view all the shared files in the private network and participate as well 

with wrong data. 

To this end, this paper divides the load between secrete sharing techniques and IPFS to increase the 

security and improve the scalability of the network. And in order to enhance the security and privacy of 

data, OTP-based internet protocol is deployed to automatically change the IP address. Using this solution, 

even if the attacker managed to get the IP, they cannot successfully access the data as the IP address 

changes continuously. 

In this paper, we propose a cloud system with data distribution sharing. The proposed cloud system 

performs data communication using a one-time password (OTP)-based Internet protocol in data 

communication between each layer. This ensures secure communication between layers and provides 

security against network sniffing and intermediate attacks because IP changes periodically. We also apply 

a data distribution sharing algorithm that distributes and stores data by applying secret sharing or IPFS 

depending on the type of data between the fog layer and cloud layer. Since data is divided and stored in 
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distributed cloud storage, data can be secure from centralized attacks. In addition, since sensitive data is 

distributed and stored through secret sharing, data can be recovered in case of data loss, which is highly 

scalable and secure. 

The following points summarize our main research contribution: 

⚫ We propose a data distribution and sharing system on a cloud system to prevent centralized attacks 

as data and user information is securely divided between multiple cloud systems. 

⚫ We deploy an OTP encryption protocol to secure data communication between multiple layers in 

the proposed architecture. The proposed OTP is secure against network data sniffing and 

intermediate attacks. 

⚫ Based on the type of data communicated between the fog layer and cloud layer, we apply a secret 

sharing system or IPFS. Our proposed architecture proves the perfect security of data 

communication in a smart city environment. 

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the requirements for secure data 

management in the cloud and analyze existing studies. Section 3 introduces the proposed cloud system 

with data distribution sharing and its respective details algorithms. Subsequently, in Section 4, a 

comparative analysis is conducted by dividing the cloud with the existing data storage method and the 

cloud with the data distribution sharing algorithm into security and performance aspects. Finally, we 

simulate the proposed solution based on quantitative and qualitative analysis and discuss the output 

results given security, privacy, and scalability. 

 

2. Related Work  

In this section, we introduce a basic explanation of the proposed core technology of data distribution 

sharing-based cloud systems and present the requirements for secure and efficient data management and 

storage in cloud systems. Finally, various related studies conducted to mitigate these requirements are 

presented. 

 

2.1 Core Technology 

2.1.1 Secret sharing 

Secret sharing is an algorithm proposed by Shamir that divides information into several pieces and 

stores those [12]. This algorithm is called Shamir’s (k, n). It encrypts the information by dividing it into 

n pieces. More than k pieces are required for decryption. The basic principle is that in a quadratic function 

graph, any value in a graph is used as a secret key, and n authenticated participants share any coordinate 

value contained in the graph [13]. The graph used as the secret key cannot be specified as the coordinate 

value of each authenticated participant, but if the coordinate value of more than a certain number of 

participants is known, a graph used as the secret key can be obtained [14]. However, the existing method 

has the disadvantage of being able to specify the graph by acquiring the coordinate values of some 

participants, which can lead to loss of confidentiality. To solve this problem, in a real environment, a 

method of sharing a secret key based on a linearly coupled polynomial operation with an attacker is used 

to distribute and store the contents of the data to multiple computers using a converted hash value. 

Because all shared secrets have equal importance, it is difficult to divide according to security ratings 

when sharing secrets, and when recovering secrets, malicious participants provide contaminated values, 

making it impossible to confirm whether they have been properly recovered. However, with the 

development of cloud-based distributed data storage and blockchain networks, active research on secret 

sharing has recently been actively studied. 

 

2.1.2 Interplanetary file system 

IPFS is a protocol and network environment designed to create a peer-to-peer (P2P) method that 

addresses content that stores and shares hypermedia in a file system [15]. IPFS saves transmission volume 
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through distributed content transmission when connecting IT devices in the network to the same file 

management system and transmitting large-sized data. This has the advantage of improving data 

throughput compared to conventional data transmission methods. In addition, if there is no single error 

point, access can be made in various ways, including FUSE and HTTP, in that there is no need to trust 

each other if directly connected nodes are excluded. Because IPFS stores that information by numerous 

decentralized nodes, users can store and import data at a much faster rate than traditional methods by 

using IPFS [16].  

IPFS can reduce the existing bandwidth cost by more than 60% by delivering high-capacity files 

quickly and efficiently. In addition, hash tables are used to ensure the integrity of data, and distributed 

storage can be efficiently used by verifying the duplication of files. However, basic IPFS has a problem 

that there is no encryption mechanism, so some information on data stored in IPFS may be exposed if the 

storage is exposed to attackers, and even distributed data may not be recovered if the storage is lost. 

 

2.1.3 One-time password 

OTP is an authentication technology that uses a method that changes every cycle according to a random 

number commitment algorithm, preventing attackers from estimating passwords [17]. Since passwords 

are generally used for disposable purposes, they cannot be reused even when exposed to attackers. OTP 

mainly used the S/KEY method generated using a hash chain. However, with the recent development of 

smartphones and IoT equipment, the time synchronization method in which clients and servers generate 

OTP values based on a set time and the event synchronization method in which counter values are 

increased according to events are mainly used [18]. OTP certification is applied as part of two-factor 

certification in many services, mainly finance, telecommunications, and login systems, and research is 

underway to strengthen data integrity by applying OTP to communication lines. 

 

2.2 Existing Research 

Multiple states of art have studied the convergence of secret sharing with IPFS for distributed cloud 

systems, however, security issues and privacy were not the main targets for those papers. Novel 

algorithms and architectures are required for secure and efficient data management and storage in cloud 

repositories to protect users’ personal information and prepare for possible and various security attack 

scenarios. 

Gutub and Al-Qurashi [19] proposed a block flip sharing process that applied count-based secret 

sharing to secret keys to enhance password confidentiality. They also conducted a research on secret 

sharing creation algorithms for new smart expansion models. They are focusing on expanding counting-

based secret sharing techniques to create more sharing for handler services [20]. It has conducted various 

studies on secret key sharing algorithms to secure the confidentiality of personal information. Ra et al. 

[21] proposed a key recovery system that applied a password-protected secret sharing algorithm to store 

keys in the public blockchain. This is an algorithm for keys on a server that manages and recovers keys. 

Secret sharing algorithms can defend against key exposure to malicious attacks. The related paper studied 

how to distribute and store keys and blockchain keys for encryption through algorithms based on secret 

sharing. This shows that keys can be managed safely and effectively through secret sharing algorithms. 

Cha et al. [22] proposed a secret sharing algorithm system using a blockchain to solve privacy issues 

for external cloud services. The proposed system architecture fragmented the user’s personal information 

through a secret sharing algorithm in a cloud service provider and managed the information using a 

blockchain. This provides faster transaction speed and security than traditional architectures. Yuan et al. 

[23] proposed an approach for data transfer security that combines secret sharing algorithms with 

software-defined networking (SDN) technology. Data stability was secured by utilizing SDN’s 

advantages in network management and scheduling and applying a (k, n) secret sharing mechanism. As 

a result, it significantly reduces the success rate of network attacks and provides data integrity. Choi et 

al. [24] proposed server-based distributed storage that uses secret sharing with AES-256. Distributed 
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storage stores data using a secret sharing algorithm or AES-256 encryption depending on the importance 

of the data. It is lighter and more stable than a typical data storage algorithm. They applied secret sharing 

algorithms to enhance the security of data. However, although we have secured data stability, we have 

not considered large-scale data, or we have applied traditional general encryption algorithms. 

Biswas et al. [25] proposed a secure electronic file management architecture with IPFS. They studied 

how to safely store and process large-scale data according to the spread of data communication following 

the recent spread of COVID-19. As a result, IPFS has been applied to prove that large-scale data can be 

effectively managed. Ortega and Monserrat [26] proposed a distributed network using the IPFS. The 

proposed network applied IPFS for content address networking and P2P connections, which is a 

technology that can balance performance and security. They applied secure storage and efficient 

processing of data in multiple systems through IPFS. However, there is a problem that IPFS cannot load 

data if even some data is wrong [27]. To this end, the distributed hash table (DHT) of IPFS must be safely 

managed. 

A study was conducted to apply blockchain for DHT management. Kumar and Tripathi [28] proposed 

a blockchain-based framework using a blockchain that can address content in a P2P model based on the 

IPFS. This framework stores files in IPFS and addresses addressable content (hash) for the blockchain as 

a transaction. This has the advantage of being able to quickly store/import data through IPFS by using 

addressable content as a transaction on the blockchain. Al Mamun et al. [29] propose a file distributed 

storage framework that combines IPFS and blockchain for the electronic medical record (EMR) of the 

medical community. The distributed storage framework for EMR is effective as it can quickly and safely 

store patients’ medical records. When applying the blockchain, DHT’s integrity can be verified, enabling 

safe data loading. 

On another hand, Tian et al. [30] proposed a privacy preserving solution for social IoT against potential 

leakage during the mining process. The authors deployed Brakerski-Gentry-Vaikuntanathan 

homomorphic encryption algorithm, all while maintaining the required efficiency and reliability. Xiong 

et al. [31] discussed the problem of data sharing between vehicles without encryption. The solution 

proposed in the paper to create an edge-assisted privacy preserving convolutional neural network. The 

framework was tested using VGG16 model. The results show a performance improvement in 

communication overhead and computational cost. However, some errors were detected during the 

simulation but declared as negligible by the authors. Deng et al. [32] proposed a system for security of 

outsourced image sharing systems where illegal distributers can be detected. Using the image 

authentication information, a user can easily detect and identify the identity of the illegal distributer. This 

method can be used for intellectual property and ownership trackability in a shared IPFS data files. 

 

2.3 Requirements of Secure Cloud System 

The primary considerations of the proposed architecture are depicted as follows:  

Confidentiality: IoT systems store data collected by IoT equipment in the cloud. Therefore, many 

attackers target cloud storage to get data such as users’ personal information. If data from the cloud store 

is leaked through an attacker or malicious insider, all information, including the personal information of 

various users, can be exposed. Therefore, cloud storage must either use encryption technology to prevent 

attackers from verifying the data or split the data and physically store it in another storage. 

Integrity: The cloud uses data communication channels to store data collected by IoT devices in cloud 

storage. Data should not be illegally modified data transmission. And in the processing of data, only 

authenticated users can modify or delete data. In addition, an attacker can change the system information 

of IoT equipment and use it as a malicious node, or it can be used as an outpost node for intermediate 

attacks. To ensure data integrity, it is important to ensure that the user who wants to modify the data is 

an authorized user. It also requires technology to check and cope with data changes without permission. 

Availability: The importance of cloud storage in IoT environments continues to be important. Cloud 

storage delivers the data requested by the user. In addition, the development of machine learning models 
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using stored big data can provide smart services to users. Intelligent persistent threat attacks targeting 

cloud repositories that store a lot of information are increasing, and there is a possibility of failure due to 

physical reasons such as natural disasters, fires, and power outages. Failure to store and manage 

information can be a system-wide failure. In addition, if data stored in the cloud is damaged, smart 

services cannot be provided to users or incorrect services are provided. In other words, cloud storage 

should keep data safe, and even if cloud storage fails, the service should be able to operate normally. 

Privacy: Cloud systems cause privacy problems in the process of collecting, transmitting, and storing 

all data using IoT devices. Privacy is very sensitive and important information because it is closely linked 

to an individual’s life, property, and social situation. If personal information is leaked, users are 

threatened with property damage, identity theft, or a user’s life. In addition, personal information can 

cause additional damage such as illegal financial transactions and impersonation of acquaintances. 

Privacy data can be leaked during data communication, and sometimes data stored in the cloud can be 

exposed. Therefore, private data should not be exposed in the process of data communication, and data 

should be stored using technologies such as encryption and data fragmentation. 

Efficiency: Only when cloud efficiency is guaranteed can users expand and use the cloud at any time. 

The modern cloud provides the necessary resources according to user needs through virtualization 

technology. Users can expand or reduce resources at any time. However, large-scale cloud systems have 

recently been proposed and services have been diversified. In this process, data traffic problems arise in 

the expanded cloud. As traffic increases, unnecessary user access wastes resources and makes the cloud 

heavy. The cloud must show efficiency as it expands in size. 

 

3. Proposed Data Distribution Sharing Cloud System  

This section describes the proposed core technology of data distribution sharing-based cloud systems 

and presents the requirements for secure and efficient data management and storage in cloud systems. 

Finally, various related studies conducted to mitigate these requirements are presented. 

 

3.1 Design Overview 

The cloud system based on data distribution sharing consists of IoT layer, edge layer, fog layer, and 

cloud layer as depicted in Fig. 1. The IoT layer consists of numerous IoT devices that make up the smart 

city. IoT equipment collects information from the network through sensing. In this case, the personal 

information of the user may be obtained according to the device. Therefore, the basic security policy for 

the IoT device itself must be maintained, and the data must be security processed and stored at the upper 

layer. The edge layer is used to control and manage IoT devices in a certain area. Because one-time 

password protocol (OTIP) is applied between IoT device and edge node, the IoT device link table is 

maintained. It provides a secure data channel in which IP changes periodically between IoT and edge 

nodes through the information in the table. Additionally, information collected by IoT devices is 

delivered immediately according to the type of data, or data is collected for a certain period to deliver 

data sets. 

Fog layer configures edge link table for secure communication with edge layer. To distribute and store 

data in the cloud layer, data is sent to the cloud according to the data distribution sharing algorithm. It 

also serves to collect data distributed stored in the cloud for data delivery requested by users. Finally, the 

cloud layer consists of multi-cloud with different locations and configurations of storage, and provides 

multi-cloud, allowing certain clouds to perform cloud and processing services normally in case of cloud 

paralysis caused by natural disasters and cloud infection by attackers. In addition, sequence based OTIP 

is used to store distributed data in the fog layer. Since this applies sequence information of distributed 

data to OTIP, it is possible to verify whether the split data transferred to the cloud is normal. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed data distribution sharing cloud system. 

 

3.2 Data Distribution Sharing Algorithm 

Data distribution sharing algorithm is an algorithm for dividing data storage, which distributes and 

stores data by applying secret sharing technology or IPFS technology depending on the type of data. Fig. 

2 depicts the secret sharing and IPFS algorithms for data distribution.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Basic secret sharing and interplanetary file system techniques. 

 

In the case of secret sharing, data is divided into fragments through mathematical algorithms. 

Thereafter, the pieces of data are stored in each storage device. The characteristic of secret sharing is that 

all fragmented data is unique and equivalent. Secret sharing can only recover data in a certain number of 

pieces. Therefore, it cannot be recovered when a small number of attacker nodes import data. Secret 

sharing has excellent data integrity and data stability as it can recover data if it has more than a certain 

number of pieces of data even in case of partial data loss. However, because mathematical techniques are 

used, with larger the size of the data, more resources and time it takes to divide the data.  

IPFS divides data according to size and stores it in each storage device and generates a data session 

key to retrieve fragment data. IPFS is an algorithm produced based on a P2P system. IPFS works by 

rapidly importing data distributed stored in multiple clouds using hash values that convert the contents 

of the data and then combining them into one. At this time, key/value pairs of data are stored in the hash 
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table. IPFS is fast in terms of speed as it can deliver data session keys to each cloud and retrieve 

distributed data at once. However, there is a problem that data decryption may not be possible if there is 

no data session key or some of the distributed data is lost. 

Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of the data distribution sharing algorithm. The algorithm’s method is as 

follows:  

1. Classify data according to the type of data: Data can be divided into system information such as IoT 

devices, Edge nodes, etc., privacy information, which is sensitive to users, and general data that is 

relatively non-sensitive, such as temperature, brightness, and transportation. System information and 

user privacy information should always be kept safe regardless of the change and size of the data. 

Therefore, data is distributed and stored by applying the secret sharing algorithm.  

2. Data storage types: General data is stored differently depending on how often the data changes. 

Frequently changed data can be encrypted and stored using a general cryptographic algorithm because 

it can continue to use a distributed algorithm to generate a processor load. 

3. Statistic data storage: Data that does not change frequently is stored differently depending on the size 

of the data. When the size of the data is large, it is efficient to divide and store the data. The information 

is distributed and stored through an IPFS algorithm, and the data session key is stored using a secret 

sharing algorithm. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Flow chart of the data distribution sharing algorithm. 

 

 

Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm of data distribution sharing. Data information such as data, data type, 

and data size are entered and divided into secret sharing, IFPS, and encrypt steps depending on the data 

type. Algorithms classify data by defined policies. Security managers can modify policies according to 

internal and external circumstances. 

 

Algorithm 1.  Data distribution sharing algorithm 

Defind: Importance policy, Size policy 

Input: Data, Data.D_type, Data.D_size 

Output: S Encrypted data or distributed data collection S, D 

if  Importance policy.critical( ata.D_type ): 

   Temp  Data linearization(Data) 

   for n in Data.D_size do:  

       S[n]  Secret sharing(Data, Data.D_size, n) 

       return  S 

     * Distributed data collection S  

else if   Importance policy.sensitive( Data.D_type ) && Size policy( Data.D_size ): 

   for n in Data.D_size do:  
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        key  IPFS_Initialization(Data) 

        D[n]  IPFS(Data, Data.D_size, n) 

        return D 

        * Distributed data collection D 

      for n in key .k_size do:  

         S[n]  Secret sharing(key , key.k_size, n) 

          return  S 

         * Distributed IPFS Key collection S  

else: 

   S   Data Encrypted(Data, Data.Dsize) 

   return S 

   * Encrypted data S 

 

 

In the Secret sharing step, data is linearly initialized to apply secret sharing, and the secret sharing 

algorithm is performed according to the size of the data. The information is distributed and stored across 

multiple clouds. This data can be recovered even if some data is lost. In the IPFS step, large-sized data is 

divided using the IPFS algorithm. The data is loaded at once using the session key, which is fast. But if 

there is a problem with some of the distributed data, it cannot be retrieved back. In addition, if session 

key data is exposed to attackers, data may be stolen. Insignificant data can be a target for secondary 

attacks by inferring user information from large-scale data. Therefore, the session key is security 

protected through secret sharing. Finally, the Encrypt step applies to general and constantly changing 

data. The data is simply encrypted through cryptographic algorithms and stored in the cloud. Depending 

on the importance and size of the data, it can be encrypted by applying secret sharing and IPFS at the 

next storage. 

Data distribution sharing algorithm is highly secure, when secret sharing is applied to the information 

types of secret sharing and IFPS users, data cannot be exposed using only pieces of data obtained during 

cyber-attacks. The IPFS algorithm has the advantage of being advantageous in terms of speed because 

when data is retrieved, distributed data is retrieved at once, and stability is guaranteed because data 

session keys used for import are stored through secret sharing. Therefore, it is effective in that it can 

secure confidentiality and availability for sensitive data and efficiently store/load large-scale data. 

 

3.3 Methodological Flow of the Proposed System 

The device delivers the user’s sensitive information to the edge node. When delivering, it safely 

delivers data using a predefined OTIP. This work is done in the same way at the edge node and the fog 

node. Edge nodes and fog nodes manage OTIP tables in the sub-layer for the smooth use of OTIP. The 

proposed OTIP algorithm can use IP communication within a specified range by utilizing the event-based 

one-time password mechanism and the logical operation of the subnet mask when data communication 

is required. The OTIP algorithm defines a specified virtual IP range and subnetmark for data transmission, 

and periodically uses the OTP value generated by the OTP generator and the subnet mask to create a new 

virtual IP address in the specified virtual IP range through a logical operation such as Equation (1). 

  

Next IP Address = OTP Generator ∥ SubnetMask ⊕ Current IP Address (1) 

 

In addition, HMAC-SHA-1 hash algorithms with fast operation speed can be used to generate OTP, 

and new IP can be generated at a high speed by proceeding with the entire logical operation for the IP 

address value. OTIP has the advantage that packet analysis through network sniffing is more difficult 

than conventional communication channels due to continuous changes in communication IP addresses. 

In addition, intermediate attacks and spoofing attacks can be effectively defended. 
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Fog node uses a data distribution sharing algorithm depending on the type of data. In the sequins 

diagram, the user’s sensitive information is divided into 𝑆0  to 𝑆𝑛  fragment using secret sharing. 

Afterward, the data fragment generates a sequence number that combines each unique value and cloud 

information and delivers it to each cloud through OTIP to which sequence is applied. This work uses 

OTIP to maintain data confidentiality and integrity during communication, and in the final stored cloud, 

OTIP with unique values of data and sequences using cloud information can protect the storage of 

incorrect data 

 

4. Analysis and Discussion 

This section provides the results of analyzing the proposed architecture. The analysis consists of two 

sections: experimental setting, and performance analysis. In the performance analysis, a comparative 

analysis is conducted with a general system. 

 

4.1 Experiment Setup 

This subsection provides a comparative analysis of the proposed general cloud system and the cloud 

system with the proposed data distribution sharing algorithm. The simulation environment is a cloud 

model consisting of 7 IoT nodes, 2 fog nodes, and 4 cloud nodes. The experimental environment was 

constructed by summarizing each core communication section of the proposed architecture. The cloud 

utilizes a cloud repository divided into four, and data is stored in a random cloud repository. The analysis 

process was performed using “Network Simulator 3” tool on Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS environment. We 

conduct the performance evaluation of the cloud and general cloud proposed in this section. We 

configured 1 fog node and 3 clouds to evaluate the performance of data communication between the fog 

node and the cloud repository in the simulation. The maximum transmission unit (MTU) was set to 1500 

according to the general network criteria. The data types are 60% general data, 20% sensitive data, and 

the remaining 20% private data, and the simulation aims to transmit 100 random data. We simulated data 

of 500 bytes to 2 kB size and data of 50 kB to 100 kB size, and the results of the experiment are shown 

in Figs. 4 and 5. To confirm the security and safety of the data communication process of the proposed 

architecture, general data communication and comparative analysis are conducted in terms of 

performance and security. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Simulation results of small-sized data transmission. 
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Fig. 5. Simulation results of large-sized data transmission. 

 

4.2 Performance Analysis  

Fig. 4 is a comparison of the packet processing time of small-sized data. In the case of small-sized 

packets, sensitive data and normal data show similar processing speeds. However, in the case of private 

data, the proposed system applies secret sharing, so the calculation process takes time. Data below 2 kB 

shows a processing time of about 10% slower than normal data.  

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of packet processing rates of large-sized data. Privacy data spend more 

time than normal systems because it applies secret sharing to large data. The simulation shows that the 

processing time increases by about 30%. In the case of data, the processing time increases by 8% due to 

a delay problem in the algorithm. However, for general data, it can be seen that the IFPS algorithm is 

applied, reducing the data processing time of the general system by 40%. 

Compared in terms of performance, in the case of small-size data, it can be seen that the proposed 

system and the general system are almost the same. However, if large-sized data is processed, privacy 

data has confirmed that processing speed slows down due to processing problems. However, in terms of 

security, there is an advantage of being able to manage data relatively safely. In the case of general data, 

it was confirmed that the processing time was much reduced compared to the general system (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Simulation environment comparison 

System CPU RAM 
Number of  

cloud node 

Number of  

fog node 

Number of  

IoT node 

General system Intel Core I5 10400 6 GB 4 2 8 

Proposed system Intel Core I5 10400 6 GB 4 2 8 

 

4.3 Security Analysis 

In the process of data communication between the fog node and the cloud repository, we investigate 

the security of man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks and network sniffing. The experimental environment 

consists of 8 IoT devices, 2 fog node, and 3 clouds. MTU was set to 1500 as in a typical network 

environment. The data types are 60% general data, 20% sensitive data, and the remaining 20% private 

data. The simulation aims to transmit 100 random data. The size of transmitted data is 500 bytes to 2 kB. 

Sniffing attacks proceed in the process of sending data from 7 IoT device nodes to 2 fog nodes. For a 

smooth simulation, the attack resumes every 30 seconds. This paper presents a solution to prevent the 
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attacks by changing the IP address every 5 seconds. Thus, once the attack starts at second 0, in the second 

5 the IP changes, and the attack fails at the first try after changing the IP. Adding the time where the 

attacker will detect the new IP and try to perform a new attack results in 30 seconds. Thus, failing the 

first attack trial at second 5, the attacker tries again at second 30, but at second 35, the IP changes 

automatically and periodically using the proposed OTIP algorithm, and the attack fails. In this case 

scenario, and based on our experiment, the attack will hardly last for a few seconds before it fails and 

restart again.  

 The results of the network sniffing simulation are shown in Fig. 6. In the case of a general system, if 

the sniffing attack is successful, it can be seen that the attack is continuously performed, and the data is 

exposed. The proposed system can see that the attack fails if the IP changes to the OTIP algorithm. Even 

after restarting the attack, the IP address is changed again, thus, failing the attacker. In addition, as for 

important data, even if the data is sniffed due to the application of a secret sharing algorithm, the attack 

fails because the data cannot be viewed. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Simulation results of network sniffing attacks. 

 

Table 2 depicts the success rate of attacks by data type in case of network sniffing attacks. Normal 

systems allow an attacker to spy on all data while sniffing is in progress, if the sniffing attack is 

successful. However, in the proposed system, private data cannot be viewed, and the probability of 

confirming general data is 6% and sensitive data is 3%. In particular, private data to which the secret 

sharing algorithm is applied cannot be acquired even if an attacker acquires a packet. Attackers cannot 

check important data such as personal information or security policies of IoT devices. 

 

Table 2. Success rate of sniffing attacks 

System Data type Sniffing attack IP detection rate Successful sniffing 
Attack success rate 

(%) 

General system Normal 294 291 291 98 

Sensitive 112 111 111 99 

Private 92 92 92 100 

Proposed system Normal 294 25 20 6 

Sensitive 112 9 4 3 

Private 92 14 0 0 

 

The results of the MITM attack simulation are shown in Fig. 7. MITM attacks proceed in the process 

of sending data from 2 fog nodes to 4 cloud nodes. For a smooth simulation, the attack resumes every 30 
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seconds. Each attack is an independent new attack. MITM attacks every 30 seconds. In the case of a 

general system, if the MITM attack is successful, it can be seen that the attack is continuously performed 

and the data is exposed. However, OTIP algorithm changes its IP address every 5 seconds. We can notice 

that the attack fails if the IP is changed to the OTIP algorithm after the success of the MITM attack in the 

proposed algorithm. Even after restarting the attack, the IP address is changed again, and the attack fails. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Simulation results of MITM attacks. 

 

In the case of sniffing attacks, the proposed solution suggests changing the IP address every 5 seconds, 

thus, even in the scenario where the attacker successfully manage to retrieve the IP address and prepare 

for a sniffing attack, the IP would change automatically, resulting the attack to fail. This method enhances 

the privacy of sensitive data and bring perfect secrecy to the network. Moreover, in this paper, we propose 

hiding the secret keys using secret sharing techniques. This step intensifies the security and privacy of 

sensitive data as the key is securely distributed, which eliminate the risk of obtaining it by a malicious 

node. Comparatively to IPFS where the security measures are often based on transmission-encryption, 

our solution argue on the important of securing the data as well and not only the transmission channel, 

thus, in the scenario where an attacker succeed in downloading the transmitted information, they cannot 

decrypt nor view it. Moreover, the chances of acquiring the secret key are very limited due to the high 

security level of secret sharing techniques as depicted in [33]. From another perspective, sniffing attacks 

and MITM attacks are not the only cyber-attacks risks that can be prevented using the proposed method. 

Denial of Services (DoS) and Distributed denial of Service (DDoS) are one of the most performed attacks 

by cyber-criminals. These attacks can be detected and prevented as well using IP address monitoring as 

proposed in [34]. Since the proposed system rely on OTP-based IP protocol, the network system is 

capable of detecting any malicious behaviors. 

In case of DoS or DDoS attacks, the attacker generally uses the same IP address continuously during 

multiple packet transmission, however, the system is programmed to change the IP address multiple times 

per minute. Analyzing the network traffic allow us to detect the IP addresses that did not change or get 

modified during the communication phase, which is considered as a DoS or DDoS attack. Early detection 

of DoS and DDoS attacks at early stage reduce drastically the damage that can be caused to a victim 

node. In this case scenario, the proposed framework allows us to prevent sniffing and MITM attacks by 

continuously failing them, and prevent the damage caused by DoS and DDoS attacks by detecting them 

at early stage. Fig. 8 depicts the results obtained after simulating the case of DoS attack using as 

parameters 7 IoT devices, 2 fog nodes, and 1 cloud. The outputs show that the attacks can be effectively 

prevented using the proposed OTIP algorithm [33, 35–39] as shown in Table 3. 
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Fig. 8. Simulation results of DoS attacks. 

 

Table 3. Comparison analysis 

Study Technology 
Sniffing 

attack 

MITM 

attacks 

System 

complexity 
Main contribution Limitation 

Nababan, & 

Rahim [33] 

Secret sharing 

and three pass 

protocol 

No No High Provide users 

conveniency as the 

distributed shares can 

be secured without 

doing the encryption 

phase 

Deploying Quantum 

based three pass 

protocol which can 

cause delay bandwidth 

to the network 

Zheng et al. 

[35] 

IPFS and 

blockchain 

No Yes Relatively 

low 

Theoretically speedup 

synchronization 

between new nodes and 

the rest of network 

Performance not tested 

on real-world scenarios  

Kumar & 

Tripathi 

[36] 

IPFS and smart 

contract 

Yes No High Using IPFS as a security 

and authentication 

method as well as 

secure storage space  

The cost of deploying 

smart contract for each 

IPFS is very high  

Chen et al. 

[37] 

IPFS, 

blockchain, 

and BitSwap 

No No Low Propose a solution for 

bandwidth occupancy  

Security and privacy are 

not considered 

Battah et al. 

[38] 

IPFS, smart 

contract, 

proxy re-

encryption 

No No High Provide immutable and 

trustful access control  

The implementation cost 

is relatively high 

Nizamuddin 

et al. [39] 

IPFS, smart 

contract 

No No High Design a distributed 

framework foe version 

control and documents 

sharing  

Multiple vulnerabilities 

from solidity code, 

Blockchain, and EVM 

were detected  

Our study IPFS, secret 

sharing, OTP-

IP 

Yes Yes Low Provide efficiency, 

security, and scalability 

of data storage  

Only tested against 

Sniffing attacks and 

MITM attacks in this 

paper 
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5. Conclusion 

Smart city has become an important platform that improves close connection with users’ lives. To 

provide special services to individual users, IoT devices essentially acquire user privacy data. Recently, 

many attacks have been underway to obtain large amounts of personal data stored in the cloud, and in the 

process, smart city services could be unavailable if cloud storage becomes unable to provide normal 

services. The proposed secret sharing-based multi-cloud architecture uses a data distribution sharing 

algorithm deploying a secret sharing algorithm or IPFS, depending on the data type and size. For highly 

important data, a secret sharing algorithm is used, but to solve the problem of time processing in large-

scale data, they are stored through IPFS, divided efficiently, and distributed stored in various cloud stores. 

At this time, only the session key required for loading may be encrypted with a secret sharing algorithm 

to secure stability for the key. As a result of the simulation, data with a large size can be stored more 

efficiently than in a classical system. In the case of personal information, storage efficiency is lower than 

that of existing systems. But even if an attacker succeeds in an attack, data cannot be obtained, and even 

if one cloud storage fails, the data can still be obtained, and the availability is guaranteed. This research 

predicts that the problems of smart cities can be solved if the data is stored more efficiently and stability 

against various security threats can be secured. 
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